TOWN OF TRUMBULL
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
BOARD OF EDUCATION FACILITIES
TRASH CAN LINERS

BID NUMBER: 6257    DUE: SEPTEMBER 7, 2017 @ 2:00 pm

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS

Addendum #1 Dated 08-25-2017

This Addendum is to Answer a questions(s)

> Can you provide us with the award pricing and winning vendor(s) from?
> The previous bid for each of the liners? No Previous bid.
> If there were any price increases from the original award, can you
> Also provide us with this information. No Previous bid.
> What is the gauge and case weight currently being purchased for each?
> Of the liners? 1.5 mil apx 18.75 lbs 100 bags, 1.5 mil 33x40 100 bags apx 11.3 lbs.
> Based on past ordering history, can you supply us with the following?
> Information:
>   > How many delivery locations are there? 10
>   > About how often are orders placed ( monthly, quarterly or other?) Quarterly – may need odd delivery if run short
>   > What is an approximate case order, when an order is placed? APX 300 – 320 Cases per quarterly order
> Can we call FedEx at our expense and pick up a sample of each liner? Going with no right now Very busy now.

All technical inquiries regarding this request may be directed to Steve Kennedy, 203-650-1997-SKennedy@trumbullps.org
All other questions shall be directed to KEVIN BOVA (203) 452.5042 Kbova@trumbull-ct.gov.